2020 Plant Sale

Herbs, Tomatoes, Flowers, Spring and Summer Vegetables

New 2020 Varieties in Red!
Please note: availability varies by location. Peppers are only available at East End Food Co-op & Garden Dreams.

East End Food Co-op: March 30- late June

Daily, 9 am - 7 pm
Hours subject to change. Please call the Co-op
directly for current hours: 412.242.3598
7516 Meade St, Pittsburgh, PA 15208

*Please note: Grow Pittsburgh is following CDC
recommendations for the COVID-19 outbreak.
Due to the changing nature of the situation,
sales at The Frick and Garden Dreams have
been canceled and we are no longer selling at
May Market. A smaller variety of seedlings will
be available everyday at the East End Food Coop.

Annual Flowers (4 packs)
Crackerjack Marigold

Notes

Type

Description
Majestic 4" blooms in tangerine orange, rich gold, and lemony yellow. They make radiant
long-lasting cut flowers and are easy to grow .

Yellow and Orange

Queen Sophia French Marigold

Orange

Edible

2-3” blooms are orange with yellow edges on 10-12” plants. Attracts beneficial insects.

Tangerine Gem Marigold

Orange

Edible

Tiny, fragrant, deep orange flowers. Delicious citrus taste. Long-blooming, compact plants.

Benary's Giant Zinnias

Pink, Orange,
Yellow

Edible

Large, double blossoms approximately 4–5" in diameter, in multiple, magnificent colors.
Vigorous all-season producers; holds up well in summer rain and heat.

Jazzy Mix Zinnias

Red, Orange,
Yellow

Edible

Attractive, fully-double and semi double blooms are 1-2" in size. Bright, earthy tones;
Bi-color blooms

Pale Pink

Edible

Large double and single flowers with peach petals and dark centers bloom summer
through frost with deadheading on 40-50” stalks.

Zinderella Peach Zinnia

Autumn Beauty Sunflower

Big Smile Sunflower

Yellow

Mammoth Grey Stripe Sunflower

Yellow

Double Click Cosmos

Bold, beautiful flowers up to 8" across on 6-8’ multi-branching stems.. Bright yellow,

Yellow, Bronze,
Purple

bronze, and purple shades with some bi-colors.
Dwarf, branching sunflower looks great in small beds and containers. 3-6" blooms are
bright golden-yellow with a black center.
Edible
Seeds

Classic giant blooms average 12 “ across and produce tasty seeds. Grows up to 10’ tall.
Hardy, tolerant of drought and low fertility, subject to very little disease or pest pressure.
Attracts bees. 3-4’ tall.

Light Purple to Pink

2-3.5’ tall, great flowers for drying. Tolerant of many growing conditions.

Monstrosum Mix Strawflower

Pink, White, Gold

Bachelor Buttons

Blue, Purple, Pink,
White

Edible

Easy to grow, great for cut-flowers and garden beds. Wiry stems. 3’ tall.

Swiss Giant Pansy

Yellow, Blue,
Purple, White

Edible

Prolific, large velvety flowers. Compact plants, great for containers, long bloom time.

Red, Orange, Gold

Edible

Variegated foliage. Flowers have a peppery taste great in salads.

Rust & Peach

Medicinal

Alaska Mix Nasturtiums
Zeolights Calendula
Sweet Alyssum

White

Peach petals with dark rusty center and underside. Blooms all summer. Petals are
beautiful in salads and often used in skin care. Often self seeds.

Medicinal Dense clusters of small white flowers attract many pollinators. Low and fast growing.

Perennial Flowers

Notes

Type

Description

Purple Coneflower

Purple

Native
Medicinal

A popular perennial with smooth, 2-5 ft. stems and long-lasting, lavender flowers with center
cone. Also known as Echinacea.

Brown Eyed Susan

Yellow

Native

Yarrow

White

Medicinal

Clusters of white flowers sit atop delicate, lacelike foliage. Fragrant blooms are used
medicinally and are great for pollinators.

Lavender

Medicinal

Unique, large, spiky flowers attract butterflies and hummingbirds. Fragrant leaves are used
in teas.

Yellow

Native

Yellow and Brown

Native Dye
Plant

Abundant yellow flowers with dark red centers. Self seeds readily. Used in dyeing. 2-3’ tall

Orange

Pollinator
Habitat

Milkweed species prized for its clusters of bright orange flowers that attract butterflies and
hummingbirds. 1-2’ tall.

Common Milkweed

Pink

Pollinator
Habitat

Large spheres of highly fragrant pink-purple flowers in summer on 1-2’ stalks. An important
food source for monarch butterfly larvae.

Swamp Milkweed

Rose

Pollinator
Habitat

Cousin to common milkweed, with narrow leaves and fragrant rose flowers. Grows 2-5’ tall.
An important food source for monarch butterfly larvae.

Bee Balm
Lance-leaf Coreopsis
Dyer’s Coreopsis
Butterfly Weed

Basil

Notes

Type

Large yellow flowers with dark centers bloom from summer until hard frost. Seed heads
provide food for birds. 4-5’ tall.

Yellow daisy-like flowers bloom continuously when deadheaded. 2-3’ tall.

Description

Italian Basil

Resistant to Fusarium

Standard Italian basil. Large plant with shiny, dark green leaves. Sweet flavor & high yields.

Rutgers Devotion

Strong downy mildew
resistance

Genovese type that is compact, but highly productive. Large leaves, sweet and spicy aroma.

Red Rubin
Spicy Globe
Thai

Purple
Tiny leaves
Purple and green leaf

Dark purple, 3" leaves. Great flavor. Can be used in teas.
Miniature variety, great for containers. Grows in rounded, bush shape. Strong and slightly
spicy flavor.
2" green leaves and purple stems. Sweet, anise-like flavor great for Thai food.

Basil
Mrs. Burns' Lemon

Notes

Type

Small Leaves

Heirloom

Description
Medium-sized bright green leaves; intense lemony fragrance and flavor.

Holy Basil

Also known as Tulsi

Used in Thai food and teas, digestive and immune support.

Pesto Perpetuo

Variegated white to
green leaf

Bright green leaves with cream and light green borders. Sweet, Italian basil scent and taste.
Slow to bolt, rarely flowers!

African Blue

Beautiful purple green coloring. Can be used in flower arrangements as well as culinarily.
Perennial if brought indoors.

Very disease resistant

Green leaves with violet stems and purple flowers. Sweet cinnamon aroma is good in
bouquets or for culinary use.

Cinnamon Basil

Perennial Herbs

Notes

Type

Description

Chives

Eaten fresh or dried

Tubular leaves. Delicate onion flavor. Delicious flowers!

Garlic Chives

Attracts Pollinators

Leaves used for their garlic onion flavor. Flowers are great for attracting butterflies.

Oregano, Greek
French Thyme
Creeping Thyme

Essential for Italian food. Strong aroma and flavor. Very hardy.
Upright

Good flavor and yield, winter hardy.

Creeping

Ground cover. Edible leaves and light purple flowers.

Upright

Variegated leaves. Tasty lemon flavor and fragrance.

Lavender, Provence

Scent deters pests

Compact habit. Fragrant purple flowers. Winter-hardy.

Lavender, White Provence

Scent deters pests

Same as Provence, but with white flowers. Winter-hardy.

Berggarten Sage

Attracts pollinators

Fuzzy, rounded leaves on shrub-like plant. Purple blooms in early summer.

Golden Variegated Sage

Attracts pollinators

Green oval leaves with yellow edges. Culinary and pollinator use. Deer resistant.

Silver Edge Lemon Thyme

French Tarragon

Use fresh or dried

Short-lived
Thin, vining stems with delicate leaves. Anise flavor.
Perennial

Kentucky Colonel
Spearmint

Fast growing

Great for tea, sauces, and salads. Vigorous spreading habit - plant in container to keep
under control.

Peppermint

Fast growing

Great for teas and garnishes. Vigorous spreading habit.

Catnip

White
Flowers

The purrrfect plant for your pet. May grow to 4 feet tall. Good addition to teas.

Perennial Herbs
Lemon Balm
Feverfew
Marshmallow

Annual Herbs
Lemon Verbena

Notes

Type

Vigorously spreading plant. Strong lemon flavor for tea.

White flowers in summer

Short-lived Prolific and easy to grow with abundant small, white, daisy-like flowers. Leaves are used
Perennial medicinally.

White flowers

This plant has been eaten and used medicinally for centuries. 3-4 foot stems with velvety
leaves and hollyhock-like flowers

White and Pink flowers

Notes
Great for tea

Type

Description

Will not overwinter
12-24" shrub-like plant. Leaves have strong lemon aroma and flavor.
most years

Italian Flat Leaf Parsley
Curly Parsley

Description

Classic parsley. Upright, productive variety. Good flavor. Can be used fresh or dried
Tolerates heat and
cuttings

The texture of the ruffled leaves holds up well in salads, or great for a garnish

Cilantro

Self Seeds

Essential for many dishes. Leaves are called cilantro, seeds are called coriander.
Flowers are edible too!

Fernleaf Dill

Self seeds

Dwarf plant, 26-32". Very slow to bolt.

Bouquet Dill

Self seeds

Good production of seeds, flowers & leaves.

Bronze Fennel

Self seeds

Bronze feathery leaves and stalks are anise flavored. Flowers and seeds are flavorful
too! Good for pollinators.

Arp Rosemary

Upright

Blue Rain Rosemary
Pineapple Sage
Stevia
Vietnamese Coriander

Creeping

Will not overwinter
Classic rosemary. Upright plant with blue flowers. Pine-scented, resiny leaves.
most years
Will not overwinter
Fragrant rosemary with a creeping growth habit and blue flowers. Good for containers.
most years

Use for cold drinks or
Annual in our area Light green leaves are pineapple scented. Showy red flowers that pollinators love.
salads
Sweet!
Creeping

Annual in our area Surprisingly sweet leaves- used to sweeten teas and drinks inplace of sugar.
Annual

Cilantro flavored leaves are good for salads and flavoring dishes

Annual Herbs

Notes

Curry Helichrysum
Chamomile, German

Spring Vegetables

Type
Annual in our area

White

Medicinal

Description
Fragrant silvery leaves are good for potpourri and used medicinally. Clusters of yellow
flowers in summer.
Popular tea plant. Harvest and dry the flowers to make a soothing herbal tea. Does well
in pots. Can grow up to 3’ tall.

Notes

Type

Millenium Asparagus

Resistance to rust
and fusarium

Perennial

Winterbor Kale

Hardy to very cold
temps.

Annual

24-36" plant with curly blue-green leaves. Produces spring through late fall.

Also called Dino kale

Annual

18-24" plant with dark green wrinkled leaves. Leaves are sturdy yet tender.

Hardy to very cold
temps

Annual

Green, toothed leaves with purple veins are tender, beautiful, and great for eating in
salads or cooked.

Champion Collards

Hardy to cold temps

Annual

Compact plants are slow to bolt and have large, tender leaves.

Green King Broccoli

Side shoots
harvestable

Annual

Vigorous plants bear thick blue-green domed heads. Withstands heat well.

Bright Lights Chard

Rainbow Colors

Annual

Multi-colored stems with glossy green leaves. Leaves & stems edible.

Gourmet Lettuce Mix

Mix of colors

Annual

Unique mix of shapes and colors. Good shelf life.

Peppery leaves

Annual

Spicy salad green. Tender leaves. Cold tolerant.

Cold hardy

Perennial

Lacinato Kale
Red Russian Kale

Arugula
Red Veined Sorrel

Description
Good variety for heavy soils, begin harvesting second year.

Bright green leaves with maroon veins and a bright, lemon flavor great in salads and
soups.

Perennial Fruit

Notes

Type

Seascape Strawberry

Red

Everbearing

Flowers and fruit all season. The berries are large, prolific, and have good flavor. Does
well in containers

Jewel Strawberry

Red

June bearing

Compact variety with excellent flavor. Berries ripen in June. Disease Resistant to leaf
spot.

Heritage Red Raspberry

Red

Primocane
Everbearing

Firm, flavorful berries ripen twice- a moderate harvest in July and a heavier yield
September to frost.

Double Gold Raspberry

Peach

Primocane
Everbearing

Productive plants bear juicy, blush colored fruit with excellent flavor. Summer and Fall
harvest.

Jewel Black Raspberry

Black

Floricane
Summerbearing

Duke Blueberry

Description

Early Season

Sturdy canes produce big harvests of richly flavored berries in early July
Large, tangy and sweet berries ripen in late May. Prefers acidic soil.

Blueray Blueberry

Mid Season

Extra large, very sweet berries ripen in July. Good pollinator for other varieties.

Jersey Blueberry

Late Season

Large, light blue berries resist cracking. Ripens in August. Prefers acidic soil.

Victoria Rhubarb

Red and green stalks are great for cooking and baking with good texture and a tart
apple-citrus flavor.

Heirloom

Summer Vegetables

Notes

Type

Description

Spineless Beauty Zucchini

Green

Annual

Dark green zucchini, bush-like plant

Yellow Crookneck

Yellow

Annual

Garden favorite known for buttery flavor and firm texture. Yield consistently over a long
period of time.

Waltham Butternut Squash

Winter Squash

Annual
Heirloom

Marketmore 76 Cucumber

Slicing

Annual

Productive, dark green, uniform 8-9” long slicing cucumbers.

Little Leaf Pickling Cucumber

Pickling

Annual

The gold standard for pickling cucumbers! Can be harvested large or small. Prolific and
disease resistant.

Large fruits have small seed cavities and smooth, sweet flesh. Great for storing. Most
widely grown heirloom butternut.

Summer Vegetables

Notes

Type

Mouse Melons

Vining

Annual

Also called Mexican Sour Gherkin or Cucamelons, these climbers produce fruits that look
like tiny watermelons and taste like sweet, lemony cucumbers.

For drying

Annual

Grow your own bath sponges! Attractive vines produce a bounty of large gourds that can be
dried for use.

Super sweet
Heirloom

Annual

Aunt Molly Ground Cherry

Yellow

Annual

Small, sweet fruits with a papery husk. Drops to the ground when ripe! Great in salads, pies
or preserves.

Toma Verde Tomatillo

Green

Annual

Early-maturing, large, flat-round green fruits. Use in salsa. Need at least two for good
pollination.

Purple Tomatillo

Purple

Annual

Prolific producer of large violet fruits that are sweeter than their green counterparts. Need
two for best yield.

Description

Luffa Gourd
Sugar Baby Watermelon

Description

Widely adapted heirloom variety. Solid, dark green on the outside with a bright red, firm
flesh. 8 to 10 pound fruit.

Eggplant

Notes

Type

Fairytale

Purple and
White

Annual

Mini eggplant with pretty stripes, can be harvested in clusters. No bitterness, few seeds

Orient Express

Asian

Annual

Thin, 8-10" glossy black fruits. Very few seeds. Very productive.

Galine

Italian

Annual

Very glossy, uniform, black fruits are 6-7" long by 3-4" in diameter. Strong plants produce
early, firm fruits. High yielding.

Ping Tung Long

Asian

Annual

Long Taiwanese variety has very tender skin and flesh and few seeds. Light purple.

* Best container varieties
Bell Peppers

Notes

Type

King of the North

Red

Heirloom

Gourmet Orange

Orange

Hybrid

Golden California Wonder

Yellow

Heirloom

Description
Known for producing heavy yields of good sized peppers even in short, cool seasons.
Medium-large bells are easy to grow under a wide variety of conditions and have a
sweet, fruity flavor.
Sweet, thick-fleshed bell peppers ripen from green to golden-yellow to deep orange.

Sweet Peppers

Notes

Type

Habanada

Orange

Open
Pollinated

Exceptional snacking peppers have all of the fruity and floral notes of the habanero
without any of the spice

Hungarian Paprika

Drying

Heirloom

3’ plants produce an abundance of peppers with deep red color and sweet, spicy flavor.
Fruits keep well and are ideal for drying.

Corbaci

Orange

Heirloom

Turkish heirloom produces long, curved fruits with a unique flavor perfect for pickling or
frying. Very productive plants.

Red

Heirloom

Beloved Italian heirloom has rich flavor and a thin skin perfect for frying or drying

Orange, Red,
Yellow

Open
Pollinated

Mix of orange, red, and yellow peppers. Small, sweet, and crunchy- perfect for snacking.

Green

Hybrid

GreenOrange

Heirloom

Hot Peppers

Notes

Type

Fish Pepper

Medium

Heirloom

Jalapeno

Medium

Hybrid

Classic hot pepper great raw and cooked for salsas, pickles and more.

Poblano

Mild

Hybrid

Large fruit, adapts to a variety of growing conditions. Great for stuffing. Also called ancho
when fully ripened and dried

Scotch Bonnet*

Hot

Red Flame Cayenne

Hot

Hybrid

Heavy yields of finger-width, thin-walled red peppers are great for fresh eating or drying.

Hot Banana

Medium

Hybrid

Also called Hungarian Hot Wax. Smooth, thick-walled fruits are great for pickling. Well
adapted for cold weather.

Jigsaw *

Medium

Heirloom

Serrano

Medium

Hybrid

Jimmy Nardello
Lunchbox
Shishito
Sweet Banana

Description

Mild, thin-walled Japanese peppers great for tempura or stir frying.
Classic pepper used for salads, pickling, and stuffing.

Description
Baltimore heirloom traditionally used to flavor seafood dishes. Beautiful variegated foliage
and small, striped peppers with a lot of heat and flavor.

Caribbean classic with fiery heat and a fruity flavor. Compact plants are very prolific.

Beautiful variegated foliage in shades of cream, violet, and green with small, hot fruits that
ripen to deep purple. Compact plants.
High yields of dark green peppers over a long fruiting season.

Hot Peppers

Notes

Type

Hinkelhatz*

Hot

PA Heirloom Pennsylvania heirloom whose name means “chicken heart.” Good for containers.

Mariano’s Calabrian

Hot

PA Heirloom Pittsburgh Italian heirloom! Prolific, hot and flavorful peppers great for chili paste or powder.

Trinidad Perfume Spice

Mild

Heirloom

Description

Yellow lantern-shaped pods have a complex, tropical flavor and mild heat. Great in salsas
and stews.

Heirloom Tomatoes
Red

Notes

Type

Costoluto Genevese

Deeply lobed

Large Slicer

Mountain Princess *

WV Heirloom

Container

Delicious

PA heirloom

Large Slicer

Yellow

Notes

Type

Pork Chop

Striped

Heirloom

True yellow with golden stripes, these beefsteaks have a sweet tomato flavor with a hint
of citrus.

Pineapple

Red and
Yellow

Heirloom

Medium to large, variably ribbed-shoulder tomatoes are shaded yellow and red. Marbled
interior. Fruity flavor and smooth texture.

Notes

Type

Orange
Jaune Flamme

Salad

Persimmon
Pink

Beefsteak
Notes

Arkansas Traveler
Rose de Berne

Type
6-8oz

Pink

Heirloom

Description
Old Italian fluted variety known for intensely flavorful, deep red flesh. Great for eating
fresh or preserving.
Bright red and mildly flavored, the 8 ounce fruit is round, smooth and solid. A good short
season variety that is also very productive.
Large, meaty tomatoes are often blemish free.
Description

Description
Staff favorite! Clusters of deep orange salad tomatoes are juicy and perfect for eating
fresh.
Meaty tomatoes with few seeds and sweet, fruity flavor. Dependable and prolific.
Description
Deep pink when ripe, 6-8 oz. Balance of sweetness and tartness. Stands as one of the
very best heirloom varieties. Does well in poor soil. Disease-resistant, indeterminate
vines. *We save these seeds!*
4-to 8-oz fruit are a rose-pink color and have an excellent sweet flavor.

Heirloom Tomatoes
Pink

Notes

Type

Pink

Heirloom

Mortgage Lifter

WV Heirloom

Large slicer

Pink Berkeley Tie Dye

Dark pink with
green stripes

8-12 oz

Black

Notes

Type

Description

Cherokee Purple

Purple

Slicer

Rich flavor and texture make this a favorite among heirloom growers. Interior ranges from
purple-brown to green. Relatively short vines. Indeterminate.

Brandywine

Black Krim
Green
Green Zebra

Slicer
Notes

Type

Striped Green

Heirloom

Description
The classic heirloom tomato. Large fruits, often over 1 lb., have a deep pink skin and
smooth red flesh. A medium-tall, potato-leaf plant.
Average 2 1/2 lb. Consistently wins taste-tests for its rich, sweet taste.
Compact plants produce beautiful 8-12 ounce fruit with a very sweet, rich tomato flavor.

Dark purple fruit are a consistent winner in taste trials. Large, juicy fruit.
Description
High-yielding. Indeterminate. Produce 1.5-2.5" fruits. Emerald green skin, dark green
vertical stripes, and gently flavorful green flesh.

Hybrid Tomatoes
Red

Notes

Type

Description

Big Beef

Disease
resistant

Slicer
9-16 oz

Large, globe shaped fruits that ripen early for their size. Lots of disease resistance. Great
flavor!

New Girl

Red

4-6 oz

Early semi-determinate. Fruits resist over-ripening. Require staking. Disease resistant.

8-11oz

Compact plants produce large, early fruit with good disease resistance. Good for
containers.

Best Boy*
Pink
Martha Washington

Notes

Type
8-16 oz

Description
Heirloom quality tomato with adaptability to grow high yields under varied conditions

CHERRY/GRAPE
Red

Notes

Type

Supersweet 100

Red

Hybrid

Hybrid Indeterminate. Resistant to verticillium wilt, fusarium wilt, and nematodes.
Produces all season long

Juliet

Red

Hybrid

Cherry tomato sized plum tomato. Delicious tomato flavor for salads, salsa, and pasta
sauce. Very disease resistant.

Container

Hybrid

Tidy Treats *
Principe Borghese *
Yellow

Determinate
Notes

Sunrise Bumblebee
Orange

Description

High-yielding, compact cherry tomatoes. Dwarf indeterminate.

Heirloom

Italian classic for sun drying, with thick flesh and few seeds. Ripens in abundant clusters

Type

Description

OP

Large, oblong yellow cherry with red stripes. Sweet and tangy flavor.

Notes

Type

Description

Sun Gold

Gold

Hybrid

Exceptionally sweet, tangerine cherry tomatoes. Vigorous plants start yielding early and
bear through the season but have tendency to split. Indeterminate

Gold Nugget*

Gold

Heirloom

Black

Notes

Type

Black Cherry

Purple

Heirloom

Yields plentiful clusters of round tomatoes that are deep purplish brown. Flavor is juicy
and sweet. Indeterminate.

Black and
Red

Open
Pollinated

Vigorous indeterminate with striking deep purple tops and red flesh. Large clusters of
1-2 oz fruit.

Notes

Type

Sunpeach

Pink

Hybrid

Pink Tiger

Striped

Open
pollinated

Indigo Cherry Drop
Pink

Compact plants yield prolific amounts of small, sweet fruits excellent for snacking.
Description

Description
Sister variety to Sun Gold - not as tangy and acidic. Pink with very sweet flavor. High
yielding, resistant to cracking.
Elongated pink tomato with orange striping. Won our taste test at Shiloh Farm!

PASTE
Red

Notes

Type

Determinate

Hybrid

San Marzano

Indeterminate,
resists cracking

Italian
Heirloom

Classic paste tomato good for preserving. The large plants produce loads of tomatoes
late in the season and need to be staked. Slightly larger than Roma

Amish Paste

Red Oxheart

Heirloom

Popular Wisconsin heirloom first grown by Amish farmers in the 1870s. Large,
extremely meaty fruits are great for sauces and other preserving. Very productive.

Speckled Roman

Indeterminate

Open
Pollinated

High-yielding variety produces meaty, oblong fruits with yellow stripes. Crack resistant.

Notes

Type

Description

Determinate

Hybrid

Roma

Orange
Sunrise Sauce *

Description
Meaty tomato, good in sauces and for dicing. Great disease resistant.

Low maintenance and very sweet. Produces high yields of smaller roma shaped fruit
within a concentrated period, making it great for preserving. Good patio variety.

